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Abstract—IDS is a protective system which identifies the occurring violations on the network and its performance is based on different methods. The most common method of IDS performance relies on pattern compatibility in which the ordinary behaviors are recognized so that the abnormal behaviors are identified and specific patterns are found for them. In this paper, through a proposed algorithm, we aim at presenting an improved algorithm from combination of two different algorithms of HC and QWM and clustering the data base of attack signature using decision tree for the operations of pattern compatibility in IDS. The benefit of using this method is that compatibility can be managed in such a way that the extra searches are prevented and the best result is obtained during the overlapping of known attacks with main pattern in high speed.
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I. Introduction

By definition, IDS is a protective system which identifies the occurring attacks on network. Its function is that it can control and report the attacks by diagnosing penetration including the steps of collecting data, surveying ports, and obtaining control of computers. Among other capabilities on IDS is the possibility of diagnosing abnormal traffic from outside to inside the network and announcing it to network manager or closing the suspicious contacts. In general, the tools of this system monitor the situation of network and are aware of connective nodes, traffic between path finders, the type of transmission traffic, message time and most parameters of network.

The commonest method of performance of these systems is based on pattern compatibility between signature database of known attack and received traffic through a network. When the compatibility operation occurs, the existence of known attack is specified. The inactive nature of system diagnosing penetration is what creates the power of conducting intelligent analysis of closed currents. This causes the system of diagnosing penetration to be situated in a good status to confirm the penetration cases. Diagnosing known attacks through signatures and compatibility operations of pattern between the created patterns [1].

In this paper, we will have a review over the theoretical issues including the algorithms of pattern compatibility, setting up the decision-making tree and system of diagnosing penetration. Then, a brief history of other similar activities is mentioned and the proposed method is explained in details and compared with previous methods. At last, the conclusion is put forward.

II. Historical background

There are presented various methods and algorithms for selecting necessary features to do the pattern compatibility operations for systems of penetration diagnosis. The vest algorithms of setting decision-making tree and pattern compatibility are analyzed here.

A. Hyper cuts algorithm

This is the development of AC algorithm with tree feature and used for classifying compatibility operations and linear search among the packages in performance [3]. These algorithms function recursively which results in reduction time for this algorithm is \(O(nm + |\Sigma|)\) [4].
B. Quick Wu-manber algorithm

This is the improvement of Wu-manber algorithm and can use a compatibility window to do the operations. The benefit of this algorithm is that it divides the similar windows into smaller ones to reduce the comparisons and the distances between the windows.

While checking each package based on the respective pattern, this algorithm reviews the elementary characters. If there appears the compatibility (located in specific group), a report from the attack and compatibility will be given. The system fails to compare other characters which, in turn, increases the speed of performance (This provides the case of short and long compatibility pattern) [5].

Firstly short mode group P shorter is preprocessed. For every character char that appears in PI, its corresponding location in bitmap EXISTONE with the size of 256 will be tagged 1. For every character char2 that appears in P2, its corresponding location in bitmap EXISTTWO with the size of 256 X 256 will be tagged 1. In this way, during the searching stage whether the current character in the text matches a certain pattern in PI or P2 can be quickly determined by whether the value of the corresponding location in the bitmap is 1.

EXISTONE and EXISTTWO can be constructed according to the following method:

C. Pattern and Text Matching Algorithm

The Algorithm Process of Pattern and Text Matching in the Short Pattern Group

1) Take the current character tc in the text as the index to check EXISTONE (tc).

2) Take the two characters tc and tc+10f the current text as index to check EXISTTWO(tc, tc+ 1).

3) If both the value of EXISTONE(tc) and EXISTTWO(tc, tc+ 1) are 0, add 1 to the text pointers and turn to step one.

4) If the current pattern is case sensitive, examine whether they match under the case sensitive circumstances. If not, add 1 to the text pointers and turn to step one.

5) Report the match and finish the search.

D. The Algorithm Process of Pattern and Text

Matching in the Long Pattern Group For the long Pattern group P longer first of all, sorting the order of the Pattern; and then construct a bad character skip table BCSHIFT and a prefix hash table Hash.

1) Take the current character tc as the index, search for BCSHIFT(tc).

2) If the value of BCSHIFT (tc) is greater than 0, the move the text pointer to the right for BCSHIFT (tc) characters and turn to the first step.

3) Calculate the Hash function values of the current characters tc and tc+ 1 in the text. Take Hash (tc) as the index to search the Hash table. If the value is 0, add one to the text pointers and start the first step.

4) Examine all of the Patterns that have the same prefix with the current Pattern. If there is no Pattern matches the current text, add 1 to the text pointers and move the step one.

5) If the current pattern is case sensitive, examine whether they match under the case sensitive circumstances. If not, add 1 to the text pointers and turn to step one.

6) Report the match and finish the search. QWM algorithm treats the short mode first after separates it from the mode groups. The minimum mode length is more than 2, i.e. the maximum skip range is at least 3. Thus the time taken to inspect every packet is shortened significantly and so the performance of pattern matching algorithms is improved.

III. Proposed method

In this method, it is suggested that the signature database of attacks be formed in cluster by using HC algorithm and setting a decision tree based on a suitable parameter. Then, the compatibility operations are performed by applying QWM algorithm. The benefits of using this method are that it is possible to enhance the speed of compatibility operations remarkably. Also, due to the infinite feature, we can apply a great volume of patterns to algorithms. To solve this problem, we can sort the results obtained from compatibility operations in QWM algorithm methods by Fuzzy systems and understand the attack.
IV. Applying these algorithms

After the implementation of some algorithms of pattern compatibility in the similar conditions, the following figure was obtained. It is evident that HC and QWM algorithms are of great quality in pattern compatibility and this combination can increase the speed of operations [6].

In this paper, we have tried to reduce the processing time of packages to some extent through clustering the signature database of attacks and setting similar processes on the packages related to a cluster. To have a greater speed and higher quality in services, IDS’s put the packages of similar service quality requirements in a cluster. The separation of packages to streams is done on the basis of rules in IDS system [7]. These rules are listed in table in the systems of penetration diagnosis based on the priority. Therefore, clustering can result in the best outcome [8]. To prove this, we can compare the performance of the proposed method with combined algorithm iteratively.

![Figure 2: Result of the implementation of this algorithms](image)

The following figure shows the results of the implementation of the respective algorithm and the proposed algorithm based on the average values.

![Figure 3: Result of the implementation of this algorithm](image)

V. Implementation of the proposal combined algorithm

After the implementation of applied algorithms in the operations of pattern compatibility, we did the simulations in 100, 200 and 300 runs, as the time difference of implementing the compatibility operations in QWM and the proposed algorithm is very small.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we tried to investigate the pattern compatibility operations in the systems of penetration diagnosis in a classified manner, so that we can identify the effect of electing this clustering by HC algorithm and the two stage compatibility in the speed of compatibility operations. As it is evident in implementation, the clustering of signature database of attacks has a great effect on the speed of pattern compatibility in using QWM algorithm. It is concluded that the combination of these two methods improves the operations speed in signature database of huge attacks in an acceptable level and brings about positive results for a system of diagnosing penetration based on abuse.
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